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October Project 
Thanksgiving Food Collection Box 

  
  

The project will consist of decorating a box that will be placed inside each classroom for the 
collection of canned goods for the fall community service project benefitting Society of Saint 

Stephens. 
  

Goal:  To get the class to work together to come up with a theme and ideas on how to decorate 
your class box.  Complete the project in class and show students how they can work together on 

a project. 
  

Example: Box decorated as a turkey.  Divide class into groups and have each group work on a 
body part.  One group can paint and assemble the head, another, the body, another, the wings, 

another, the legs and the last group can create a poster with a slogan.  “Flocking together to Feed 
our Friends in Need” 

  
Supplies: The boxes will be supplied for the project. Any art supplies that in the art masterpiece 

cabinets on the bottom can be used as well as the butcher paper that is in the work area in the 
back half of the teachers lounge. 

  
Theme ideas: could be... 

Helping hands working together... Have the class put their handprints 
around the box with various pictures of people helping one another. 

A Thanksgiving theme ...where each child puts something he or she is 
thankful for on the box. 

A fall theme... with leaves and fall items around the box. 
A school spirit ...theme with Foster bulldogs on the box. 

Have fun with the kids on this and let them "own" the project! 
  

  Boxes should be displayed inside the classroom due to fire hazard in hallways. 
  

This project will help the students feel more involved in the giving process and help them 
appreciate the difference they are making in the lives of people who are less fortunate in our 

community. 
  

Boxes have been placed in the supply area..one per classroom. 
  

For examples, please click on the photo gallery tab above!  
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November Project 
“Africa, Baga Tribe” - Wood & Metal Mask - AE159 

  
QUESTIONS: 

  
1. What is this? (a mask) 
2. What is it made of? (wood) 
3. What is it a mask of? (face, spirit, god) 
4. What shapes are used in the mask? (circles, triangles, oval, rectangles) 
5. What colors are used in the mask? 
6. How can a mask change the way you look? (accept all answers) 
7. What could a mask be used for? (party, dance, Halloween) 
8. Who do you know that wears a mask? (clown, surgeon, nurse, bee keepers, firemen, skin 

diver, etc.) 
9. Why do people wear masks? (germs, protection, to make people laugh, scare people, a party, 

a holiday, ritual celebration) 
10. When during the year would you wear a mask? (Halloween, Mardi Gras) 
  
SUMMARY: 
  
The mask we are going to study today is an African mask, made by a man in the Baga African 
tribe.  In African society, masks were the main artistic outlet.  The masks became a central part 
in the Baga tribe’s everyday life. Masks were created as a means to achieve their goals and 
celebrate their lives. Ex. Birth, Death, Protection, Hunting, Harvest.  When the African tribe 
went to war they created angry, intimidating masks.  When they wanted a good hunt they created 
masks to represent the animal they wanted to catch.  And when they wanted to celebrate a 
persons life or death they created a spirit mask to help bring the person into this world or to help 
them pass into the next.  When the Baga people wore their masks they actually believed that they 
transformed into they masks character. This mask was made by an African tribesman. It is very 
large and covers the head and upper body. The fringe covers the bottom part of the body. This 
mask represents a spirit that they used in ceremonial dance that told a story of something they 
needed.  Possibly an antelope for a good bounty at an upcoming hunt. 
  
ART:  
Create an African mask.  Use paper plates – black markers create the main designs and white 
paint can be used to add highlights.  Use a hole punch to tie on the raffia, string the beads on the 
raffia and feathers to decorate.   
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Materials: 
feathers    glue                        paper plates painted brown in advance 
black markers   beads   raffia and/or pipe cleaners   
white paint   whole punch            
  
Procedure: 
  
1. Today we are going to make our own African Mask.  Discuss African symbols and pass out 

symbol sheets provided in supply cabinets. 
2. Have the students think about what they want their mask to represent (royalty, warrior, 

teacher) and incorporate symbols into their mask design. 
3. Have students use black marker to make design on mask and use white paint to 

highlight.  Use white paint sparingly; students tend to paint over everything! 
4. Finish decorating by adding feather and raffia/pipe cleaners with beads.  Raffia can be 

attached prior to lesson by using hole punch and tying it onto the mask.  Students also love to 
string beads onto both the raffia and pipe cleaners. See example in cabinet. 

  
This is a very busy project so be sure and get a few helpers.  1 helper per table is best.   

  
* PAINT THE PAPER PLATES BROWN PRIOR TO THE CLASS TO SAVE TIME. YOU MAY ALSO WANT TO 
PUNCH A COUPLE OF HOLES IN THE PLATES AND TIE ON THE RAFFIA IN ADVANCE AS WELL. 
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December Project 
Jackson Pollock - Action Painting   

 
QUESTIONS: 

 
1. What is this a picture of? (paint splatters) 
2. Does the painting look like a picture of something? (no) 
3. How do you think the artist made this painting? (splattered and dripped paint from a paint 

brush) 
4. Does the painting make you feel any certain way? (a firm all answers) 
5. Does the painting have energy? (yes, the splatters create a feeling of movement and energy) 
6. Is this art? (yes, it is called abstract expressionism - discuss the artist) 

 
HISTORY: 

Pollock, Jackson (1912-56). American painter, the commanding figure of the Abstract     

Expressionist movement. 

Jackson Pollock was an American abstract expressionist painter who was famous for innovative 
"action paintings". Instead of careful brush strokes, Jackson Pollock dripped, poured, and 
splattered paint. As Pollock experimented and developed his distinctive techniques, his paintings 
became ever larger and more dramatic. He would unroll large canvases onto the floor of his 
studio and work on them from all sides. Occasionally he would have to step carefully onto the 
canvas, or lean out over it. (Sometimes he even left handprints in the paint!) 
 
Pollock had studied classical drawing and composition, and also American "regionalist" painting 
styles, but as he studied he found himself drawn to produce larger murals. In need of a steady 
paying job through the latter part of the Great Depression and the World War II years, he painted 
murals for the Works Progress Administration's "Federal Art Project". After eight years of 
painting murals, he quit to work full time in his own studio. Although he had experimented with 
dripping paint onto flat canvases as early as 1936, it wasn't until 1947 that this technique took 
precedence. Pollock described this technique as "direct" painting. He liked to compare it to 
American Indian "sand paintings", where colored or pigmented sand is methodically arranged on 
the floor in temporary ritual exhibitions. 

Jackson Pollock explained an important aspect of his technique: 
"When I am in my painting, I'm not aware of what I'm doing. It is only after a sort of get-
acquainted period that I see what I have been about. I have no fears about making changes, 
destroying the image, etc., because the painting has a life of its own. I try to let it come through. 
It is only when I lose contact with the painting that the result is a mess. Otherwise there is pure 
harmony, an easy give and take, and the painting comes out well." 
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ART: 

 

Bubble Wrap Prints - All-over style of painting like Jackson Pollock 

Materials: 

Bubble wrap 
Scissors 
Poster paint 
Paint brushes  
White  paper 
Colored construction paper  

Procedure: 

1. Cut bubble wrap sheet into 6" squares prior to class along with white paper. 
2. Cover your work area with a sheet of paper that is larger than the bubble wrap. Tape paper 

down. Put the bubble wrap at the center of the paper, bubbly side-up and tape corners down.  
3. Apply paint to your bubble wrap sheet with foam brushes. As you paint, you will discover 

how the colors meet to make new colors: red and blue makes purple; yellow and blue makes 
green; and yellow and red makes orange. Too many colors mixed together make a brownish 
or greyish color. 

4. Place the white paper on top of the painted bubble wrap. Press firmly down with your hands 
to transfer the print from the bubble wrap to the paper.  

5. Remove the white paper from the bubble wrap and uncover the colorful bubble prints you've 
created.   

6. Mount on a colorful sheet of construction paper and let each student "sign" their artwork! 
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Jackson Pollock Action Painting 

Pollock, Jackson (1912-56). American painter, the commanding figure of the Abstract 
Expressionist movement. 

He began to study painting in 1929 at the Art Students' League, New York, under the Regionalist 
painter Thomas Hart Benton. During the 1930s he worked in the manner of the Regionalists, 
being influenced also by the Mexican muralist painters (Orozco, Rivera, Siqueiros) and by 
certain aspects of Surrealism. From 1938 to 1942 he worked for the Federal Art Project. By the 
mid-1940s he was painting in a completely abstract manner, and the `drip and splash' style for 
which he is best known emerged with some abruptness in 1947. Instead of using the traditional 
easel he affixed his canvas to the floor or the wall and poured and dripped his paint from a can; 
instead of using brushes he manipulated it with `sticks, trowels or knives' (to use his own words), 
sometimes obtaining a heavy impasto by an admixture of `sand, broken glass or other foreign 
matter'. This manner of Action painting had in common with Surrealist theories of automatism 
that it was supposed by artists and critics alike to result in a direct expression or revelation of the 
unconscious moods of the artist.  

Pollock's name is also associated with the introduction of the All-over style of painting which 
avoids any points of emphasis or identifiable parts within the whole canvas and therefore 
abandons the traditional idea of composition in terms of relations among parts. The design of his 
painting had no relation to the shape or size of the canvas -- indeed in the finished work the 
canvas was sometimes docked or trimmed to suit the image. All these characteristics were 
important for the new American painting which matured in the late 1940s and early 1950s.  

 

Artist:  Jackson Pollock 

Year: 1948 

Type: Oil on fiberboard 

Dimensions: 2.4 m × 1.2 m (8 ft × 4 ft) 

Location: Private collection 
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January Project 
  “Ground Hog Day” by Andrew Wyeth  

 
“Ground Hog Day” by Andrew Wyeth is the painting that tells us about the story of the ground 
hog looking to see if he can see his shadow. If he sees his shadow, then spring is around the 
corner and if not, then there’s more winter to come before spring. Like a book, if we look 
closely, we can read this picture. 

QUESTIONS: 

1. Let’s look at this picture. The artist is giving us more than just a picture - he is telling a story.  
2. Let’s look for details that help us learn the story. 
3. What time of year it? (winter) 
4. How can we tell what time of year it is? (dried brown grass, fresh cut logs, looks cold, long 

shadows, a cold bleak day in February) 
5. Is there a human present? (no) 
6. Has there been one or will there be one? (yes) 
7. Do you think it is a man or woman? 
8. What do you think they are like? 

• strong to chop the wood 
• strung the barbed-wire fence 
• furnishings of the house - no curtains, plain dishes, no napkins 
• (maybe a woman once lived there because of the wallpaper but its faded now - so 

probably a man lives there now) 

SUMMARY: 

Andrew was born in 1917. His father was a famous illustrator of children books - that is to say he 
drew the pictures in the books. Andrew was trained to be an artist. He was taught ONLY by his 
father. He became an artist and a storyteller. His pictures all tell a story. The person he is trying 
to tell us about in this painting is; strong, simple, honest, hard working, modest, and rough. 

ART: 

Materials: 

cups for water  watercolor paints 
brushes   white paper 
1” strips of  brown construction paper  
glue  
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Procedure: 

1. Discuss things to see in winter - trees without leaves except pine trees, snow, grass that’s 
brown, grey skies, long shadows, animals, birds, etc. 

2. Have the children paint a picture of winter. 
3. Remind the children how to use watercolors - use a little water and drag it on the lip of the 

can to scrape off excess water - use one color at a time - rinse their brushes - never leave a 
brush in the water container because the paint bristles will bend and never be straight again. 

4. Once the pictures are dry, then glue on the strips of paper to make a window frame over the 
children’s paintings. 
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February Project 
"The Young Girl"   

QUESTIONS: 
 
1. What do you see in this picture? (girl) 
2. What do you see in the background? (trees, lines) 
3. Does this picture remind you of a doll? (yes) 
4. What kind of lines do you see? (straight-trees, curve-skirt and sleeves, vertical and horizontal 

lines, and lines in patterns) 
5. What shapes do you see? (triangles-skirt, collar and rocks, a variety of shapes are in the 

rocks, cylinders-trees) 
6. How would you describe the background? (detailed, busy) 
7. What do you notice about the leaves on the trees? (all are the same size, shape) 

*The artist drew what he knew to be there rather than what he saw! 

SUMMARY: 

Henri Rousseau was born in 1844 in France. He never had any formal art training or lessons. In 
other words, he was never taught HOW to draw! He drew in the primitive style. People laughed at 
his work but the great artists looked upon his work as great, with fresh visions, unspoiled by 
academic style and technique. He painted from the heart. He especially liked painting exotic jungle 
paintings. Let me repeat that in his paintings, he didn't paint what he saw but rather what he knew 
was there. 

ART: 

This is a 3-step project yet it can be done in one lesson provided you have 30 minutes for just the 
art lesson part! 

Materials: 
 

leaf stamps 
stamp pads in yellow, red, orange, brown & green 
9 x 12 manilla  or white paper  
crayons, scissors, glue 
magazines with animal pictures in them - old National Geographies are great or printed 
pictures at the end of the art work information 
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Procedures: 

Step #1 
 

1. Give students leaf stamps. Next, using the construction paper, stamps, and stamp pads, have 
the students stamp several leaves on their paper in random places.  Keep the stamps with the 
same stamp pad & rotate sets so the inks don't get mixed and muddied. 

2. Now have the children trade stamp pad color sets and repeat #1. Students should have 1/2 of 
the paper covered with leaf prints after trading all the stamp pad sets- they can overlap leaves 
and use different colors  

3. The students can trade stamps 4 times and give them a couple of minutes with each stamp 
pad set. 

4. This dries almost instantly, so now onto step 2. 
 
Step #2   
 
1. Have the student decide if the picture is horizontal or vertical and then have them draw 

vertical trunks/lines for tree trunks. Some of the lines can angle up where blank spaces allow.  
 
Step #3  
 
1. Have the magazines or printed photo pages available for the students to use and cut up. 
2. Have the students cut out several animals 3-6 depending on the availability of the pictures 

you have or the magazines. Let them know that if  they can only find pieces of animals, to 
use them and put them in next to something so that it looks like the animals are hiding in the 
jungle -because they do!  Glue animals onto paper and VOILA!  They have created their own 
Jungle Art! 

3. May want to show a couple examples of Rousseau's jungle art series and the finished artwork 
example so they have a better idea of what they are working towards.  Display print available 
with Young Girl Print in workroom. 
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March Project 
Egypt, "Sphinx and Pyramids" - AE193 

QUESTIONS: 

1. What is this? (pointing to the Sphinx) Does anyone know the name of this? (Sphinx) 
2. What is a Sphinx? (a make-believe animal) 
3. What is this? (pointing to the pyramid) Does anyone know? (pyramid) 
4. Can anyone describe a pyramid?  (a pyramid has a large square base and four triangular sides 

that join at the top.   
5. Who would build a pyramid and why? (Ancient Egyptians would build these tombs to protect 

and preserve their great kings - The Pharaohs) 
• Egyptians believed that when you died your soul "BA" came back to into your body 

at night.  They believed that death was the beginning of a new life.  They also 
believed that the Pharaohs’ had a spiritual double called "KA".  Upon death, this 
spiritual double became a god. 

6. What do you think was placed into the tomb with the pharaohs’ body? (treasures, food, pots, 
jars, servants, favorite belongings because they believed that they needed these in the 
afterlife) 

7. Why do you think the pyramids were this shape? (The peak symbolized the sun god "RA" 
spreading his rays down each side of the building protecting what was inside)  

SUMMARY: 

The pyramids were very large! They were 481 feet tall and their bases were as big as 10 football 
fields.  The pyramids are about 4 1/2 THOUSAND YEARS OLD.  They were built between 
2500 BC and 2400 BC.  They have survived this long because of the hot dry climate and the 
precision work of the engineers that designed them.   

The construction of a single pyramid took approximately 20 years. Therefore, the pharaohs had 
to plan ahead.  The large limestone and granite blocks were quarried upstream and transported by 
boats down the Nile River to the construction site.  Pyramid construction could only happen for 3 
months out of the year during the flood season because only then was the river deep enough to 
transport these enormous blocks.  The blocks would then be rolled on logs to their 
destination.  Laborers would use mortars to make the final cuts so that the blocks fit tightly 
together.  These laborers were actually paid worker and not slaves which is contrary to popular 
belief.   Once a Pharaoh died, they had their bodies preserved through mummification. 
Hieroglyphics, the term used for the writings on the tombs, told about the pharaoh, his life, his 
belongings and also foretold of what his life would be like in his “after life”. 
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Guarding the entrance to the complex of pyramids at Giza is one of the most compelling 
structures known to man, The Great Sphinx.  The Sphinx is part lion, part human and combines 
the best qualities of each.  It is a combination of the most noble of beasts and the royal 
pharaoh.  It is strong and powerful and seemingly eternal.  The enormous crouching lion body of 
the Sphinx was carved from a hill of rock left from the construction of the Great Pyramid.  It 
extends 240 feet from paws to haunches.  Subject to wind, weather and natural erosion for almost 
5000 years, the Sphinx has suffered considerable damage which is apparent in its deteriorating 
paws and chest areas.   

The Sphinx and the Great Pyramids are considered one of the “Seven Wonders of the World”. 

ART: 

The art project for this lesson is to tell the children that they are to pretend that they are a 
pharaoh and it is time for them to plan their pyramid.  

Materials: 

Booklets (already copied and in supply cabinets) 
Goldenrod card stock pyramid copies (you may want to have these already cut) 
crayons 
scissors 
glue 
sequins 

Procedures: 

Option1 - takes 2 class periods 

This lesson can be done in two ways.  It can be broken up into 2 class sessions if you choose to spend a 
little more time learning about the pyramid and how it was built.  If you choose to break it up into two 
lessons the first lesson will be to have your teacher pull up the art masterpiece website by accessing it 
through the Foster site under PTA.  The students will watch the video then you can spend about 5-10 
minutes talking about the art print and then hand out the photocopied booklet.  

CLICK HERE TO GO TO VIDEO LINK TO SHOW THE CLASS! 

 

Then proceed with the following: 

Explain that the pyramids were built to protect the burial chamber of the pharaoh.  After a pharaoh died 
the first step was to embalm the body.  Tell the students that is what we need to do with them! 

https://youtu.be/lasCXujNPfs
https://youtu.be/lasCXujNPfs
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"First we will put your liver, lungs, stomach and intestines into four canopic jars so that you can use 
them in the after life.  Draw your body parts in the jars.  As for your brains, go ahead and throw those 
out.  You won’t need those anymore". 

Next, decide what you want to take with you.  Your burial chamber will be filled with objects you want in 
your next life.  Draw pictures of your favorite things, favorite food, favorite book, favorite toy, favorite 
clothes, favorite transportation and one extra thing of your choice. 

At this point you will have everyone put their names on their packets and turn them back into you. 

During the second lesson hand the booklets back out.  Allow students to finish anything they didn't get 
to during the first lesson.  Then proceed with:  

"Now it’s time to decorate your sarcophagus.  Color in your sarcophagus cover anyway you like.  You 
may want to decorate the base by gluing on sequins like jewels.  You are royalty after all"! 

Now, pass out the pyramid golden rod card stock and have the students cut out the pyramid and all 
their canopic jars, items they are taking with them and sarcophagus.   Have them place everything in the 
pyramid then glue them down.  They may want to lay it all out first before they glue so they can figure 
out how to fit everything.  Show example. 

Finally allow the children can draw lines on the back side to look like the big blocks that make up the 
pyramid.  

Congratulations!  You have buried yourself like an ancient pharaoh!   

Option 2 - takes 1 class period 

Discuss artwork with discussion questions as you normally would.  Spend about 10-15 minutes 
tops.  Then move onto the project. 

Handout the booklets and explain that the pyramids were built to protect the burial chamber of the 
pharaohs.  After a pharaoh died the first step was to embalm the body.  Tell the students that is what 
we need to do with them! 

"First we will put your liver, lungs, stomach and intestines into four canopic jars so that you can use 
them in the after life.  Draw your body parts in the jars.  As for your brains, go ahead and throw those 
out.  You won’t need those anymore". 

Next, decide what you want to take with you.  Your burial chamber will be filled with objects you want in 
your next life.  Draw pictures of your favorite things, favorite food, favorite book, favorite toy, favorite 
clothes, favorite transportation and one extra thing of your choice. 
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Now it’s time to decorate your sarcophagus.  Color in your sarcophagus cover anyway you like.  You may 
want to decorate the base by gluing on sequins like jewels.  "You are royalty after all"! 

Now, pass out the precut pyramids and have the students put all the things from the packet that they 
want to take with them in the pyramid.  Students will need to cut out the canopic jars, favorites items 
and their sarcophagus.  They may want to lay it all out first before they glue so they can figure out how 
to fit everything.  Show example.   

If time allows, children can draw lines on the back side to look like the big blocks that were used to build 
the pyramids.  You can also add a few hieroglyphics for fun. 

Congratulations!  You have buried yourself like an ancient pharaoh!   
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